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* Furnished

Situation

*Please note the price advertised is
per room* Are you ready for a
student living experience like no
other? Step into this sensational
3-bedroom second-floor flat, where
contemporary design meets
industrial chic. This is not your
average student accommodation; it's
a masterpiece of modernity and
style. Industrial Chic Revival:
Prepare to be wowed by the
industrial renovation, complete with
exposed steel beams that lend an
edgy, urban vibe to the space. It's a
unique touch that sets this flat apart
from the rest. Open-Plan Brilliance:
The heart of this flat is the open-plan
living kitchen, designed with
modernity in mind. It's a space that's
perfect for socializing, studying, and
creating culinary masterpieces.
Entertainment Hub: The lounge
features a TV, so you can unwind
and enjoy your favorite shows with
friends. Equal Luxury for All: No one
gets the short end of the stick here –
all three bedrooms are equal in size,
ensuring everyone enjoys spacious
comfort. Convenience at Your
Fingertips: With TVs in every room,
an intercom system, and a separate
W/C, this flat is all about
convenience and modern living.
Shared Garden Oasis: Step outside
and discover the shared garden,
your own green oasis where you can
relax, study, or simply soak up the
sun. Modern Furnishings with a
Twist: Expect the unexpected with
modern, unique furniture that
elevates the entire space to new
heights of style and sophistication.
This is your chance to live in a
student flat that's more than just a
place to stay – it's a place to thrive.
Book your viewing now and seize the
opportunity to call this extraordinary
3-bedroom second-floor flat home.
Elevate your student experience and
make this your sanctuary of style and
comfort. Property Reference ID 3735
Energy Performance Rating D

Accommodation

All measurements are approximate.

Directions

on your right hand side as you go
towards the entrance to the ground
floor flat. The code is B6931. 1903
cellar code - electric meter
downstairs

Further Information

The deposit required is £150

The landlord has requested to
include The rent is to include
Broadband, TV Licence, Gas,
Electricity, Water, which is capped at
£20 cap per tenant., Rent to include
gas, water, electricity, tv license and
wifi capped at £30 per person per
week., 1.THE TENANT'S
OBLIGATIONS 1.1.As part of this
Tenancy Agreement, the Landlord
undertakes to provide a range of
utilities and services (spanning
electricity, gas, water, broadband,
and TV licence; the Services) to the
Tenant as part of the fixed price rent
charged for occupation of the
Property (the Rent). The Landlord
will provide the Services through,
and as a function of its contract with
the Landlord's agents, Orange Living
Limited (trading as Loc8me';
Loc8me), a company incorporated in
England and Wales (No. 06537787),
whose registered office is at 6 Forest
Road, Loughborough, LE11 3NP.
Loc8me has, in turn, contracted with
a third party provider for the
Services, Utility Mix No.1 (UK)
Limited (trading as Utility Mix), a
company incorporated in England
and Wales (No. 11423375) whose
registered office is at 7 Friars Mill,
Bath Lane, Leicester, LE3 5BJ.
1.2.The Tenant acknowledges and
agrees that a condition precedent of
the Tenant's eligibility for Rent and
Services at a fixed rate at the
Property is the Tenant's compliance
with the fair usage allowances set
out in Clause 2.1 below (Fair
Bills-Inclusive Policy). 1.3.Should the
Tenant fail to act in accordance with
the Fair Bills Inclusive Policy then
additional fees may be payable to
Utility Mix. The Tenant agrees that
he / she shall be liable to pay Utility
Mix additional fees owing for the
provision of the Services, failing
which the Tenant agrees that
Loc8me is at liberty and entitled to
recover any monies left owing for the
provision of the Services from the
Tenant's deposit. 1.4.Where there is
more than one tenant at the
Property, the Tenant agrees that the
obligations and liabilities of each of
the tenants in relation to any
additional fees payable to Utility Mix
for the provision of the Services
imposed on them under this
agreement shall be joint and several.
1.5.Pursuant to the rights afforded to
it by the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999, Loc8me shall
have full authority to enforce this
Clause (17) of the Tenancy
Agreement, and take such steps as
are necessary for the recovery from
the Tenant of all sums due from, or
in connection with, the Fair
Bills-Inclusive Policy. 1.6.From time
to time, Utility Mix may request
certain information about you from
Loc8me, including: 1.6.1.your name,
mobile number and email address;
1.6.2.copies of the tenancy
agreements; 1.6.3.the arrival and
departure dates of any tenants at the
Property. 2.FAIR BILLS-INCLUSIVE
POLICY 2.1.The Fair-Bills-Inclusive
Policy (the Policy) applies to any
Tenant whose Rent includes the
provision of the Services. The Policy
has been drafted to ensure that a
Tenant's use of electricity, gas, water
and broadband is proportionate and
reasonable in all the circumstances.
The Policy provides peace of mind to
the Tenant while protecting the
Tenant from the risk of
overspending. In consequence, the
Services are provided with a
fair-usage allowance (Allowance)
defined as the amount of money the
Tenant can spend on the Services
before additional fees are incurred.
The Allowance is generous but it is
joint and several, which means that
every careful tenant is liable for an
incautious tenant's excessive use of
the Services. Every tenant has in
consequence to ensure that they
make sensible use of the Services
throughout the lifetime of the
Tenancy Agreement. Any abuse of
the Allowance (such that it is
exceeded) will result in an additional
fee for overuse. The Allowance is
calculated over 12-months. If a
Tenant's Agreement is for a different
period of time then the Agent will
adjust the Allowance accordingly.
3.FIBRE-OPTIC BROADBAND
3.1.Fibre broadband will be provided
where possible, presuming the
availability of a fibreoptic connection.
Where fibre broadband is
unavailable Standard broadband will
be provided. The rent is to include
Broadband, TV Licence, Gas,
Electricity, Water, which is capped at
£30 per room

The landlord is willing to rent this
home to Employed

The landlord is willing to rent the
property for a minimum of 12 Months
and a maximum of 12 Months

Energy Performance Certificates

This home's performance is rated in
terms of the energy use per square
metre of floor area, energy efficiency
based on fuel costs and
environmental impact based on
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

The energy efficiency rating is a
measure of the overall efficiency of a
home. The higher the rating the more
energy efficient the home is and the
lower the fuel bills will be.

The environmental impact rating is a
measure of a home's impact on the
environment in terms of carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions. The higher
the rating the less impact it has on
the environment.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

For clarification, we wish to inform the prospective tenant that we have prepared these details as a general guide. The agent has not carried out a detailed survey nor tested the services, appliances, or
specific fittings (unless otherwise stated), and no warranty can be given as to their condition. All room measurements are taken at floor level. We strongly recommend that all the information which we
provide about the property is verified by yourself and your advisers. The contents of this publication are © Orange Living Limited, 2024. Orange Living Limited Registered in England No. 06537787


